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Outline



Develop a coastal data archive for districtDevelop a coastal data archive for district--wide coastal datawide coastal data
Develop NAPDevelop NAP eCoastaleCoastal GISGIS
Implement USACE Implement USACE eGISeGIS
Collaborate with NAD functional elementsCollaborate with NAD functional elements
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NJ Geographic Information 
Network membership
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Outreach/Collaboration



Coastal Data Archive
Regional Sediment Budget 
Create integrated decision support tools 
Continued field data collection program
Review Mobile District’s 8-step eCOASTAL plan

Continued Development
eCoastal GIS



•• Building relationships among different district functional elemeBuilding relationships among different district functional elements nts 
–– Collaboration with NANCollaboration with NAN

•• eCoastaleCoastal GIS DevelopmentsGIS Developments
•• Borrow Area Borrow Area GeoDatabaseGeoDatabase
•• Coastal Data ArchiveCoastal Data Archive
•• Steps towards regional sediment budgetSteps towards regional sediment budget

•• The benefit of the CDA to individual projectsThe benefit of the CDA to individual projects
•• Storing district data in a central locationStoring district data in a central location
•• Effective Storage of Borrow Area dataEffective Storage of Borrow Area data

–– Cape May, NJCape May, NJ
•• Regional Sediment ManagementRegional Sediment Management

District Interest in eCOASTAL GIS



Progress in the development of eCOASTAL GIS
Interested in further collaboration with others
Garnered District support
Recommendations on PMP Development

Identify NAD RSM GIS PDT
Use available templates and expertise
Need to identify individual District specific role
Provide detailed guidance, and task/action items
Identify NAD support so we can plan

Summary Thoughts



Develop eGIS for watershed management purposes
Develop recommendations for RSM group to become a USACE 
Community of Practice 
Implement the NAD eCOASTAL GIS
Set the stage for the PDT to implement and cost out NAD eCOASTAL

Determine a rough NAD eCOASTAL plan
PDT develop and plan Scope, Schedule and Budget

General Temple’s Message



Innovative ways to fund regional work being done by the Districts is 
needed to overcome the limitations of project-specific funding
With only project-specific funding available, no funding is available for areas where there 
are no Corps’ projects.  Project specific tasks have taken precedent over regional tasks.

Funding for IT infrastructure improvements
Ultimately, terabytes of data will be collected and archived on networked storage devices.  
Purchasing the required IT hardware and software for the eGIS is very expensive.

Until recently, collection of coastal survey data was not standardized
Develop a common standard within and across different Districts for coastal data that is to 
be archived in the eGIS.  Historical data lacks metadata and is in various projections,
datums, and formats.  Will be time-consuming to incorporate into eGIS. 

Lessons Learned



Work from the present to the past
More recently collected datasets will take less time to incorporate into an eGIS than 
historical datasets which can be hard to find and have many unknowns about them.  NAP 
has historical datasets that must be incorporated into an eGIS because of the lack of data 
collected recently due to funding constraints.

Datasets needed may lie elsewhere
Help to form partnerships with other Federal, State, & Academia stakeholders to leverage 
data that the Corps’ needs that has been collected by other organizations.

Need to work closely with IMO
Planning, Engineering, & Operations personnel that will be involved in the creation and 
management of an eGIS need to work with IMO to overcome restrictions that have been 
implemented by the Corps due to security concerns.  

Lessons Learned Continued


